
Introduction 

The world energy requirement is increasing day by day, and the search for alternative energy 

sources is a crucial issue to ensure future energy demands. Developing countries currently account 

for 40% of global energy use, and almost two billion people still live without electricity. As the 

world's population increases, feeding energy from the traditional grid system will be difficult 

because of infrastructure problems and the lack of economic resources. People not connected by 

the power grid often depend heavily on fossil fuels. However, these fuels are often imported and 

price fluctuations in these fuels can disrupt the supply. Renewable energy technologies have great 

impact to fulfill the needs of people in the developing countries. Water is one of the most basic 

necessities for rural development. This research work provides valuable information on how the 

solar energy can be used for low power domestic water pumping application. 

 

 

 



Current Scenario  

In Rural areas of India, farmers generally use diesel engine to pump waters to their fields. These 

diesel pumps though provide sufficient amount of water to the field but the distribution of the 

water is uneven. 

A major problem arise with these diesel pumps are the consumption of fuel. As the current fuel 

prices in India is going up it is becoming more difficult for the farmers to run the diesel pumps for 

irrigating their field so in turn we have elevated vegetable and fruit prices in the local market. 

Another issue regarding these diesel pumps are the generation of pollution and Greenhouse gases 

which is a major threat to the environment.  

Since the efficiency of the diesel pumps are quiet low therefore Electric pumps are used because 

it is more feasible, economical and have higher working efficiency than diesel pumps. 

 

 

 

 



Approach towards Problem Solution 

Embedding 8051 Microcontroller 

We have designed a system which will provide a controlled and efficient irrigating system to the 

field. The 8051 is a low power Microcontroller which will operate and control the pump system 

as well as power generation from Solar Panels. Installing solar panels with a solar tracker. A solar 

tracker is a Light Dependent Resistor (LDR) based circuit which will track the sun’s position 

depending upon the sun light intensity and feed the directional data of the sun to microcontroller. 

Data is calculated by the Microcontroller and the position of the Solar Panels is changed by two 

5volt geared servo motors which helps the panel to move in all X, Y & Z directions. This will help 

in producing more power output than a stationary solar panel. 

By using 8051 microcontroller we can do various programming depending upon the water 

requirements of a particular crop. We have various moisture sensors buried in the field at different 

positions. Thus with these moisture sensors and the crop water specifications, we can switch on 

the water pump automatically. Another parameter of water requirement is set by the 

microcontroller. Example- Let’s say if potato field need 20 minutes of water supply every day then 

our microcontroller will switch on the moisture sensors after every 24 hours, if the moisture 

reading is below a set value our microcontroller will switch on the water pump for 20 minutes. 

During the time of monsoon when water is directly coming from rain these moisture sensors can 

automatically identify the moisture content in the soil and give the command to microcontroller to 

cancel the Irrigation operation for that day.  



Water Pump Specifications 

Water pumps either use Single- Phase Induction Motor or Three- Phase Induction Motor. In rural 

areas invariably the Single Phase Induction Motor driven pumps are used. The Single Phase 

Induction Motor is large in size when compared to a Three Phase Induction Motor and its 

efficiency is comparatively low. Instead of using Single Phase Induction Motor the Permanent 

Magnet DC (PMDC) Motor can be used. The PMDC Motor is smaller in size, operating efficiency 

is better and requires less complicated to control systems for water pumping applications. In this 

thesis, the comparative study of using Single Phase Induction Motor and PMDC Motor in low 

power water pumping application is attempted. For both systems the solar power obtained from 

the Photovoltaic (PV) cells is used. Firstly, the PV cell is modeled using MATLAB simulation and 

the characteristics like current versus voltage and power versus voltage are obtained at different 

insolation and temperature conditions. The power versus voltage characteristics are also obtained 

by Maximum Power Point Tracking technique (MPPT). Secondly, the performance characteristics 

of PV fed Single Phase Induction Motor and PMDC Motor are obtained and they are compared 

using MATLAB .Thirdly, a practical pump system is realized using a PMDC Motor and compared 

with Single Phase Induction Motor fed water pumping system. As PMDC Motor fed pumps are 

not available in the market, it has been designed and assembled manually for the purpose of this 

research. In this work, it is hypothesized that PMDC Motor pumping system is better and has more 

number of advantages over Single Phase Induction Motor fed pumping system for the reasons like 

simpler, wide speed range, functioning efficiency, less complexity in control and economical. 

 



Solar Panel Specifications 

The Solar Panel are made up of solar cells. Since the pumping system need to be portable thus by 

choosing higher efficiency solar cells would be more beneficial. Solar panels of solar cells having 

efficiency about 18~20% are required. 

 

Assuming 18% efficiency of a 156*156mm solar cell then each cell is capable of producing 

4.5watts. Thus a solar panel consisting 72 solar cell can produce 324watts. If we combining 2 solar 

panel, we are able to generate nearly 645watts. A Permanent Magnet DC motor usually require 

power about 370~400watts. Thus we can have a 2 solar panel system for the power generation. 

The remaining power can be utilized by providing electricity to the farmer’s house. 



Voltage Boost and Storage 

The Voltage is boosted by a Maximum Peak Point Tracker (MPPT) which grasps maximum power 

from the solar panels. For generating more power from the solar panels, we can attach 4 mirrors 

at all the sides of the solar panels. This mirror arrangement reflects the incoming sunlight towards 

the solar panels which in turn increases the efficiency as the mirror provide additional sunlight 

area directed towards the solar panels. The total 645watts coming from the solar panels can be 

boosted up to roughly of 750watts which can be considered an extra achievement in the power 

generation. Concentrating a large amount of sunlight on solar panels increases the temperature of 

the solar panels, thus to cool down the temperature we can have water sprinklers over the solar 

panels as the temperature reaches beyond the threshold value the sprinklers activate automatically. 

These additional devices (Microcontroller, Sensors, Solar tracker, cooling water sprinklers for the 

solar panels) just take around 8~12% of the power which is mainly generated to run the water 

pump to irrigate the field. This project can definitely be sustainable and affordable. 

Lead Acid Batteries can be used for storing power. Power from the solar panel is divided into 2 

parts. One part is directly connected to microcontroller to power up all the microcontroller devices 

as well as Permanent Magnet DC motor and other part is given to the Inverter which charges up 

the Lead Acid Battery. Inverter can power up the household equipments and devices. 

Size of the whole system can be accumulated in a small cart thus providing easily transportation.  

 



 Capability: Due to addition of microcontroller, the system runs more efficiently and the 

power wasted is almost nil. Comparing Diesel water pump, this system does not produce any 

pollution or greenhouse gases. 

 

 Viability: This project has very broad application, this system can help farmers in 2 ways. 

                  1) Better Irrigation Management 

                        2) Uninterrupted power supply to their houses 

                        The microcontroller can be given with button & LCD interfacing so the farmer                              

                         Can know what button is to be pressed for a particular work. 

  

 Affordability: Yes it is affordable. It is generally a one-time investment but the output 

results will cover up the initial cost in very short period of time. 

 

 Feasibility: Design of this system is the collaboration of existing technology, thus it can be 

easily made as a practical model and since we are interfacing the whole system with 8051 

microcontroller, we can even expand its application in future depending upon our 

requirements.  

 

 Portable 

o The whole system can be easily accommodated on a small cart thus farmer can take it 

inside the house at night and when away 

o It can be easily used at different wells / by water merchants 

o The movable cart provides easy transport for demonstration and sale in local markets 

 

The system can be serviceable anywhere because the technology used here is available 

everywhere in India. 

 

Investment Table 

Equipment Cost 

Permanent Magnet DC motor  Rs 8,500/- 

Solar Panels + MPPT Rs 30,500/- 

Inverter (1500 VA) with Battery (150AH) Rs 30,000/- 

Pump & Irrigation pipes + sprinklers Rs 1,500/- 

Microcontroller + Solar Tracker + Sensors +  

Reflecting mirrors 

Rs 10,000/- 



 


